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In the present work we will restrict ourselves to only

three questions regarding the origin of life:

and,

When?

Whore?

How?

LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE:
TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF ITS ORIGIN

We will leave out a further question whose answer lies

beyond the domain of science, namely. Why? Such a question

takes the problem of the origin of life from the domain of

the basic sciences.

Julian Chela-Flores "

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

ABSTRACT

A general review is presented in which we select some aspects of the origin of
the cosmos, chemical evolution and, finally, the origin and evolution of life on Earth. We
emphasize the topic of molecular relics with particular attention to the relevance of the
chirality of ammo acids and nucleic acids.

We conclude with a discussion of the primordial RNA world and with some pre-
liminary ideas on the question of whether it is possible to detect relics of the RNA world,
other than chiralitv itself.
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1. WHEN DID LIFE BEGIN?

It is rather bewildering to be presented with a

diagram in which we indicate both the instant in which the

Big Bang may have occurred, as well as the possible onset

of contraction (if it ever occurs), that is, the slowing

down of the universal expansion and its reversal (cf..

Fig. l). in spite of great progress in this century these

questions have still tentative answers. We will now

consider some of the uncertainties that remain.

Edwin Hubble discovered that the velocity of

recession of a certain galaxy under observation is

proportional to its distance, which is normally given in

tnegaparsecs (i.e., 1 pc = 3.26 light years; 1 Mpc = 106

pc). The constant of proportionality - the Hubble constant

(H) - is consequently given by the ratio of the speed of

recession of the galaxy and its distance. The constant H

lies in the range of 50 to 100 km/s/Mpc.

Unfortunately this state of affairs leaves the time

when the Big Bang occurred undecided: The former value of

H places the Big Bang at 15 to 20 billion years before the

present (Gybp), the latter implies that the universe

began 7-10 Gybp.



In the case that there might not be enough matter in

the universe to stop the expansion, the question of the

remote future arises. It has been discussed by Jamal Islam

and Freeman Dyson (Islam, 1983; Dyson, 1988):

We do not have enough time here to go into the quantum

mechanical details; but the main conclusion is that the

time scale of the ever expanding universe is greatly

increased.

In both cases, whether we are in a universe that has

enough matter to stop the universal expansion, or whether

we are in a universe that will continually expand, the

fact remains that the only example of life in the cosmos,

as we know it, is life on Earth. It has taken some 4

billion years to raise some early replicators to Homo

sapiens by means of the driving forces of darwinian

evolution and symbiosis. For this reason, in the context

of universal expansion from the zero of time geologic time

is, by comparison, only a small interval.

Before we abandon the space sciences there is another

constraint on life that may be inferred from stellar

evolution, it is well known that stars evolve as nuclear

reactions convert mass to energy. In fact, stars such as

our Sun follow a well known pathway along a Hertzprung-

Russell (HR) diagram. This plot was introduced

independently by Ejnar Hertzprung and Henry Norris Russell

in the early part of this century:

A large sample of nearby stars exhibit a certain

regularity (they are called main sequence stars) when we

plot luminosity (the total energy of visual light radiated

by the star per second) versus its surface temperature

(cf., Figure 2).

We may ask, how do stars move on the HR plot as

hydrogen is burnt? Extensive calculations show that main

sequence stars are funnelled into the upper right hand of

the HR diagram, where we find stars - of radii that may

be 10 to 100 times the Sun radius - for this reason such

stars are called giants (cf., Table 1). Giant stars are

characterized by high luminosity and red colour (red

giants).

This aspect of stellar evolution may put a constraint

on the future of life on Earth, since the radius of the

Earth orbit is small (its eccentricity may be neglected).

This clearly will apply to life arising elsewhere in the

universe under favourable conditions in planets that may

be in small orbits around stars.

2. WHERE DID LIFE BEGIN?

There is a further point relevant to life in the

universe that should be emphasized:

Interstellar organic molecules have been detected by

microwave techniques since 1969 (prior to that date it was
known that simple carbon compounds such as C2 and CO were

formed in the atmospheres of relatively cool stars). Now

we are aware of the existence of interstellar ammonia,

water, formaldehyde, hydrogen cyanide, and many more

molecules. These discoveries make the 1961 conjecture of

Juan Oro plausible, namely, that comets may have been

relevant in the formation of biochemical compounds on the

primitive earth. From the old studies of the Alais

meteorite by J6ns Jacob Berzelius in 1834, to the current

extensive studies of the meteorite that fell in

Murchinson, Victoria (Australia) on September 28, 1969,

important information about possible sources of life on

Earth have been gathering.

Some studies on the Murchinson metorite suggest

extraterrestrial origin of the characteristic handedness

observed in earthly biochemistry (Engel et al, 1990). In

fact, the chirality of amino acids in proteins, and sugars

in nucleic acids is so remarkable that Francis Crick has

called it the First Principle of Biochemistry. However,

some difficulties have been raised against the evidence



presented by Michael Engel and coworkers for an excess of

L-amino acids in the Murchinson meteorite.

On the theoretical side, Abdus Salam, in Trieste, has

independently been developing arguments suggesting that

the electroweak neutral interactions may have been the

source of amino acid chirality (Salam, 1991, 1992). He has

postulated a rather original source of amplification of

the weak interaction effect: Salam suggested an analogy

with the Bose-Einstein condensation, which has in the past

interested Max Delbruck. in 1963; another step in this

direction was taken by Herbert Frohlich in 1969 in his

studies of the cellular plasma membrane. I have also been

personally interested in this analogy since 1985 in

questions regarding the origin of life. I shall come back

to this problem briefly later.

The theoretical approach of Salam to amino acid

chirality has been discussed in the Trieste conference on

Chemical Evolution and the Origin of Life, which was held

last October.In the preliminary results of the Figureau,

Duval, and Boukenter experiment (FDB), as well as the

Navarro-Gonzalez, Khanna, and Ponnamperuma (NKP)

experiment no phase transition as the one suggested by

Salam has been seen.

In the FBP experiment cystine was involved, because of

its similarity with the amino acid cystein. In spite of

the high rotatory power of cystine, thermal gradients down

to a temperature of 0.6 K did not induce any variation. In

the NKP experiment, on the other hand, racemic alanine

dissolved in water was probed for its optical rotation at

room temperature. Later the same amount of racemic alanine

was studied in several temperature regimes. Significant

thermal gradients, from almost the melting point of

alanine down to temperatures similar to those of the FDB

experiment did not trigger the D- to L- phase transition

postulated by Salam.

-On the theoretical side we may point out that the FDB

and NKP experiments are important constraints. They should

be kept in mind in refinements of the idea that the

abiotic origin of chirality may have been initiated by a

spontaneous phase transition from D- to L-enantiomorphs of

amino acids.

-On the experimental side the Salam phase transition

should be tested in all its implications. There is clearly

a great difficulty, from the point of view of chemistry,

to understand how to overcome the considerable activation

energy separating the L-, and D-enantiomers. For this

reason it seems reasonable to discuss fully the properties

of condensed matter in which there is long range

coherence.

Besides, chemical evolution must have taken place

in the environment of the Hadean Subera. If temperature

remained restricted in narrow bands for substantial

periods of time, chiral bias triggered by the Salam phase

transition may have been a possible source of

biochirality.

In order to test this possibility, the temperature

at which the experiments are performed should be in

correspondingly narrow bands, certainly narrower than the

limits of the NKP experiment, which ranged from 503K down

to 4.2K.

3. BOW DID LIFE BEGIN?

3.1 Th» first molecular systems

Let us return to some of the ideas that we now have

about the first molecular systems that may have been the

precursors of modern organisms. In this respect we may

ask,

What wmra thm physical mechanisms that lad to the

animation ot matter?



First of all we may try to grasp the significance of

the scale of time involved in the origin and evolution of

life on Earth. For this purpose we must return to the

first instants of cosmic expansion.

The classical Friedmann solution of the isotropic and

homogeneous Einstein's equations of general relativity

gives a single function R(t), which increases with time t.

As the universal expansion sets in, R(t) increases and is

inversely proportional to the substratum temperature T.

Hence as R increases T decreases.

In less than one million years T was already

sufficiently small so that electrons and protons were able

to form hydrogen atoms. Up to that moment these elementary

particles were too energetic to allow atoms to be formed.

At this stage of universal expansion the force of

gravity was able to induce the hydrogen gas to coalesce

into stars and galaxies. Gravity itself has induced the

coalesced nuclei of stars to initiate thermonuclear

reactions that created all the heavier elements as

reflected, for instance, in the solar composition (cf.,

Table 2).

At the supernova stage these elements are expelled for

later new cycles of condensation into stars and planets.

The Earth arose in this manner some 4.6 Gybp.

3.2 Oparin introduced the concept of chemical

evolution

In the early Earth atmosphere the most abundant element,
hydrogen, combined with carbon to form methane (CH* ),

with oxygen to form water (H^O), and with nitrogen to form

ammonia (H N). It was Aleksandr Ivanovich Oparin who first

introduced the concept of chemical evolution in 1924: In

the early atmosphere, under the influence of an abundant

source of energy mainly from the early Sun, it was

possible to produce and polymerize amino acids and

nucleotides - the basic building blocks of life. The

Oparin scenario led to the early experiments of Stanley

Miller, Juan Oro, Cyril Ponnamperuma, and others.

3.3 A sketch of the origin and evolution of life

over geologic time

Chemical evolution took place from 4.6-3.9 Gybp, the

Hadean Subera in the Archean Era (cf.. Fig. 3). In the

subsequent suberas of the Archaean (3.9 - 2.5 Gybp )

life as we know it arose, and it is well represented in

fossils of the Kingdom Monera, particularly in the

Division Cyanophyta. Eukaryotes - nucleated cells - arose

in the next era, which is called the Proterozoic (2.5 -

0.6 Gybp). This era saw the progression from a largely

anoxic atmosphere to a weakly oxic one about 2 Gybp. The

increment of atmospheric oxygen allowed the formation of

the eukaryotic cells.

With the Proterozoic we come to the end of the

Precambrian Eon, which was followed by the Phanerozoic

Eon, starting some 57 0 Mybp with the sudden spread of

multicellular organisms, which first arose in the late

Proterozoic (the Ediacaran fauna).

We may distinguish three eras in the current eon:

The Paleozoic Era that saw the first appearance of

fish (510 Mybp), the non-vascular land plants (400 Mybp),

the gymnosperms (345 Mybp), and amphibians (340 Mybp),

The Hesocoic Bra, initiated after the massive

extinctins at the end of the Permian Period. This era saw

the first appearance of the dinosaurs (215 Mybp), the

mammals (205 Mybp), and the angiospenns (120 Mybp), and

The Cenosoic Bra initiated after the great

extinctions of the Upper Cretaceous. The Cenozoic saw

the first appearance of the the primates (60 Mybp) in

the Paleocene Epoch. In the Cenozoic hominids may have

made their first appearance as early as in the Miocene



Epoch (15 Mybp), but the evidence for the ramapithecines

and sivapithecines is still fragmentary. The habilines

{Homo habilis ) were a group of East African hominids,

that first appeared in the Late Pliocene Epoch (cf., Fig.

4), just before the onset of the Quaternary Period about

1.8 Mybp. Their brain was large, 750 ml, but still about

half the size of our own brain (1400 ml).

Beyond this sketch of the origin and evolution of life

over geologic time, we are in a position to discuss the

RMA world, a stage of evolution at the nucleotide level,

in which we recognize the main features of life:

Replication, mutation and natural selection.

Perhaps the RNA world was not the first stage of life.

This view may be maintained since there are some

interesting current discussions of pre-nucleotide "worlds"

(de Duve, Baltscheffsky, and Brack).

The route to the identification of the RNA world was

mainly due to a new approach to the origin of life.

Progress has occurred starting from physics and chemistry

and extrapolating forward to the origin of life. New

significant progress was possible beginning from biology

and extrapolating backwards to the origin of life:

(i) RNA synthesis into pre-messenger RNA, in which the

complete gene is copied including its exons and introns,

(ii) RNA splicing, normally performed by a group of

enzymes.

(iii) Translation into proteins following precise

rules established in the genetic code.

The single-celled protist Tetratiymena pyriformis, a

protozoan was studied by Thomas Cech, who discovered that

in the second stage of gene expression, in RNA splicing,

no protein enzymes were needed (Cech, 1987).

This crucial discovery opened the way to the current

progress in understanding a meaningful, but perhaps not

the first, precellular stage of the evolution of life on

Earth.

4. ARE THERE MOLECULAR RELICS OF THE RNA WORLD?

4.1 Aspects of the RNA world

Some aspects of the hypothesis of the RNA world are:

(i) The phenotype-genotype duality of RNA. These

macromolecules are considered both genotypes and

phenotypes in the cell-free evolution experiments

(Spiegelman, 1971; Biebricher et al, 1985): The

nucleotide sequence of bases is the genotype, while the

spatial structure of the RNA molecule is its pbenotype,

as illustrated by the well-known tertiary structure of

tRNA with their anticodons.

(ii) The evolution of a new guasi-species along a gel

capillary, providing an example of spacial selection

in the work of Bauer, McCaskill, and Otten (Bauer et al,

1989) We recall that the concept of a quasi-species is

due to Manfred Eigen and coworkers: They invoked a

modified version of natural selection when Darwin's

original approach is applied to molecular replicators. In

other words, natural selection acts on a weighted

distribution of mutants centered around one or more

dominant sequences (a "quasi-species") rather than on the

wild type (Eigen,and Winkler-Oawatitsch, 1992).

(iii) The self-splicing introns in protozoan genomes

(Cech, 1987) may be interpreted as remnants of the RNA

world.

(iv) The origin itself of natural selection in an RNA

world (Chela-Flores, 1985). The UV damage leading to an

unacceptably high rate of mutations could be circumvented

without appeal to environmental conditions in the Hadean

Subera. At this early stage there are no extant

sedimentary rocks to confirm the Oparin scenario

hypotheses, in an ozone-lacking atmosphere we could still

search in the structure of the genomes for UV defense

10



mechanisms. This led us to conjecture that a physical

condensation process may occur in the macromolecuies of

life, in analogy with Bose-Einstein condensation, as

conjectured independently by Salam. More recently (1992),

we have studied contemporary genomes in terms of this

hypothesis.

In this respect, as mentioned before, it is worth

emphasizing that in the hierarchy of evolutionary stages

leading to the origin of life, the RNA world may have been

a late development.

However, going from these early stages in the

prenucleotide world to the nucleotide world, perhaps

useful hints may still be inferred from molecular fossils

existing in contemporary cells.

4.2 Some pathogenic RHAs of plants «ay be relics of
the RNA world

It is in this context that we should view Theodor

Diener's suggestion that small circular pathogenic RNAs of

plants may be relics of precellular evolution (Diener,

1989). The viroids have been well studied, particularly

those with agricultural importance, since they may even

affect, amongst others the Solanaceae family, notably

Solanum tuberosum (the potato). For instance, the first

viroid to be recognized was the potato spindle tuber

viroid (PSTVd, 359 nts) and the earliest complete sequence

found was that of PSTVd (Diener, 1979).

The credits in favour of interpreting viroids as

molecular fossils are abundant. In view of the importance

of this suggestion it is urgent to address some criticisms

raised against the hypothesis. As we shall show below some

of these difficulties may be rationalized with further

experiments in plant pathology. First of all, some aspects

of the supporting evidence in favour of viroids as

relics of the RNA world are:

(a) Their short length (246-375 nts),

(b) Some viroids exhibit self-cleaving in which a very

interesting phenomenon occurs: Host RNases are not

involved, indeed, the cleavage process occurs in the total

absence of proteins. On the other hand, in the case of

non-self-cleaving viroids some trans factors are

implicated, possibly RNases supplied by the host cells.

(c) Their built-in UV defense mechanism, since they

are single-stranded circles with extensive base pairing

allowing this RNA to form an almost correct double helix

of a dimension which makes them UV resistant.

(d) Another hint as to the identity of viroids and RNA

relics is the fact that there is no mRNA activity in

viroids.

5. A PARADOX ARISES FROM THE HYPOTHESIS THAI

VIROIDS MAI BB MOLECULAR FOSSILS PROM THE RSA WORLD

5.1 Viroids are specific to the angiosperms whose

first appearance was in the CretaceouB Period.

The earliest fossils of the angiosperms date from the

late Lower Cretaceous beds some 120 million years before

the present (Mybp). Their pathogens, the viroids, are

supposed to be molecular relics of the RNA world which

existed at least during the Early Archean (if not

earlier). So far the evidence indicates that the viroids

are specific to the flowering plants: the dicots and

monocots.

A paradox is evident when we consider the question:

Where were these survivors of the Archean Bra, before

they became specific to plants in the comparatively recent

Bra?

12



Although the means of pathogenicity of the viroids is

not entirely clear, one possibility considered by Diener

and coworkers is that:

-The alteration in protein levels in the plant cell
may be responsible for symptom induction in the infection,
or that,

-Proteins may be posttranslationally modified in the

host cell as, for instance, by phosphorylation.

The above two possibilities may, to a large extent, be

also specific to cyanobacteria as free-living prokaryotes:

This has not been shown so far. However, what has been

shown is that viroids are specific to plant cells, in

which their chloroplasts are organelles arising from

cyanobacteria by symbiosis. We recall that according to

the serial endosymbiosis theory some chloroplasts

originated through polyphyletie associations between

various cyanobacteria and the precursors of eukaryotic

cells.

5.2 Search for cyanobacteria specificity

In this respect, amongst various available options in

the search for cyanobacteria specificity, we may mention

that the property of viroids of passive replication due to

a host enzyme, suggests that a cyanobacteria RNA replicase

be searched for from this perspective (i.e., an RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase, which would be responsible for

the viroid replication; henceforth we refer to this

protein as the X factor). We have little information on

the transcription repertoire of cyanobacteria, except for

the histone-like protein of size analogous to the

Escherichia coli HU protein.

We may recall the serial endosymbiosis hypothesis: We

may assume that holobionts (symbionts and hosts) are new

targets of natural selection due to the interactions of

the partners in the symbiosis. In this manner, symbiosis

is an important driving force in evolution, as extensively

documented by Lynn Margulis and coworkers. Such

interactions between host and symbiont may be, for

instance, genetic transfer, or the adoption of whole

symbionts as organelles.

Against this background in relation with the viroids,

an interesting possibility may arise;

Some enzymes are known to transcribe viroids (for

instance Qp replicase). Some intracellular symbiotic

bacteria have substantially reduced genomes. For

instance, Cyanophora paradoxa, is a flagellated protist, a

euglenoid harboring cyanelles, which are cyanobacterium-

like symbionts lacking cell walls; they are functional

chloroplasts (Margulis, 1992). Cyanelles are known to have

only 10% the DNA content of nonsymbiotic cyanobacteria.

These endosymbiotic prokaryotes may approach the stage

reached by chloroplasts, which retain their protein-

synthesis apparatus, but many of whose proteins are coded

for by nuclear genes.

In the case that interests us here, one possibility

that is worthy of attention is that, in our postulated

viroid-containing cyanobaeterium, the replication of the

viroid is due to the X factor: After symbiosis the

symbiont may have a much smaller genome, as in the above

well-studied case of the cyanelles. Viroids may have to

rely on the host genome for the synthesis of the x factor.

5.3 Rationalization of the paradox

We have discussed how experimental work, attempting to

show that viroids may be specific to cyanobacteria, would

be of biological or evolutionary significance. We have

done this in terms of the serial endosymbiotic hypothesis.

What is already known about the integration of the

cyanelle genomes with their hosts may be a model of what

to expect in our case of interest:

14



Cyanobacteria, being the putative hosts of viroids,

become organelles of plant cells. This direct means of

transmission of the symbiont (cyanobacteria) into the host

(the precursor of the plant cell) makes the holobiont (the

plant cell, including the chloroplaat) the target of

natural selection. In this case the cyanobacterium becomes

a de facto organelle, and in so doing the chloroplast may

lose the ability of its precursor (i.e., the

cyanobacteria) to code for the "X factor", which may be

the enzyme which we have argued has been inducing viroid

replication in cyanobacteria since at least 3.5 Gybp.

This argument removes the importance, in the

preservation of the relics of the RNA world, of the time

of the first appearance of angiosperms. This would imply

that viroids have a continuous pathway from the RNA world

to the present. The date assigned to the earliest fossils

of the Archean (the regular laminated mats known as

stromatolites) is about 3.5 Gybp (Schopf, and Packer,

1987), This date corresponds to the Warrawoona Group

stromatolites from Western Australia. We assume, in the

conventional view, that stromatolites are fossilized

cyanobacteria, due to the fact that extant stromatolites

are constructed mainly by cyanobacteria.

Finally, if shown to be associated with cyanobacteria,

viroids could have been present during the major part of

the duration of life on Earth. Prior to the date of the

earliest stromatolites, extant sedimentary rocks have been

retrieved.

However, the pathway of life from Isua time (3.8 Gybp)

to 3.5 Gybp, for the moment, remains to be understood,

since the corresponding Lower Archean sedimentary rocks

that are now available from Western Greenland may have

been altered by metamorphism.

15

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we may say that in this short review we

have emphasized one topic in chemical evolution, notably

the chirality of amino acids; we have also commented upon

the RNA world and its possible molecular relics.

In terms of these few examples we have attempted to

address the "when", "where", and "how" of the origin of

life by means of arguments taken from chemistry, physics,

the earth-, and life-sciences; the "why" is bound to

remain outside the domain of the basic sciences.
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Table 1: Some examples of stars in their main sequence,
and in their giant stage of evolution (Hartmann, 1987).

Stage of
evolution

Distance froa
the Earth

(PC)

Mass/
solar aus

Radius/
solar radius

Main
sequence

Sun

a Centauri B

Procyon A

< 1

1.3

3 .5

1

0.85

1.7

1

1.2

2 . 3

Giant

Arcturus

Aldebaran A

p Pegasi

11

21

64

4

4

5

25

45

140

19

Table 2: Composition of the Sun (Pormamperuma, 1989).

Element

Hydrogen

Helium

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Carbon

Magnesium

Silicon

Iron

Sulphur

Others

Percentage

87.0

12.9

0.025

0.02

0.01

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.038
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1

Emphasis on geologic time with a few key events in
the origin and development of life on Earth. In the time
scale the large value of the Hubble constant was assumed
(100 lem/s/Mpc). For illustration purposes it was also

assumed that the Sun will spend 10 years as a main
sequence star.

Finally, it was assumed that the cosmic density
may be greater than the critical value (Weinberg, 1978).
This implies that the universe may finite and its
expansion may eventually atop, leading to the onset of
contraction.

Figure 2

Stellar evolution from the main sequence of the HR
diagram toward the region of the giants (Hoyle, 1975).

Figure 3

Stratigraphic classification. We have emphasized
eras, periods, and epochs that are particularly relevant
to the discussion of the development of life (Schopf,
1983, Fig,15-1; Stanley, 1989).

Figure 4

Some details are given of the Anthropogene, or
Quaternary Period, in which the Homo genus arose. This is
relevant for the discussion of the appearance of
intelligence in life on Earth, which was already evident
in the Magdalenian phase (cf., the archaeologic
classification), which flourished from IS.000 to 11.000
ybp. They left the paintings at the well known Lascaux
caves in France. The glaciations and interglaciations,
major challenges to the development of the Homo genus, are
indicated (van Eysinga, 1975). The numbered arrows
correspond to the following hominid species:

1. Australopithecus boisei, from 2.2 to 1.2 Mybp.
2. Homo erectus, from 1.5 to 0.2 Mybp.
3. Homo sapiens sapiens, from about 50-000 ybp.
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